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President Spencer Responds

Inside A Capella

Her letter to the editor addresses
the concerns brought up by Evan
Hansen-Bundy 17.

Tristan Brassy de Dios gets the scoop
inside this semester's competitive a
capella auditions.
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Lost Valley Ski Resort
threatens to close
Financial troubles may prevent Lost Valley from opening this winter

HANNAH GOLDBERG
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Bates and the Lewiston/Aubum
community might lose their local ski
spot this winter, as Lost Valley Ski and
Banquet Resort is struggling to open its
doors for the 2014-15 season.
Since 1961, Lost Valley has provid¬
ed the surrounding community with a
family-oriented ski area, bringing some
warmth to the long Maine winters. First
opened by apple orchard owner Otto
Wallingford and Dr. Camille Gardner
in 1961, Lost Valley introduced the
state’s first snowmaking system and held
some of the first night skis.
Lost Valley is a modest two-chair
mountain, but both beginners and ex¬
perts can get their winter sports fix.
Equipped with three black diamond

Lewiston, Maine

trails, two terrain parks and a system of
nordic ski trails maintained by a local
club, there is plenty of fun to go around.
However, costs are mounting, ac¬
cording to co-owner Connie King.
King, who has owned Lost Valley for
10 years, said that electricity alone cost
$17,000 in February, not including
heat. Maintenance work is required to
get ready for winter. A thorough state
inspection of all lifts and equipment
must occur before Lost Valley can open
to skiers and snowboarders.
“There are a lot of expenses in¬
volved,” said King. “We have to be ready
for winter. The hill has to be mowed,
trees have to be trimmed and a lot of
those things you can’t see.”
Last year provided plenty of snow,
but for the first time, the mountain shut
its doors for seven days due to the bitter
cold and rain. With harsh temperatures

and frozen lifts, Lost Valley was cog¬
nizant of possible liabilities. So snowlovers stayed inside while Lost Valley’s
chairlifts stayed idle.
King says that Lost Valley needs
$50,000 to open the colored chairlift,
and $100,000 to get both chairs up and
running. While Lost Valley continues
to serve the community in the off-sea¬
son with banquets, class reunions, and
paintball, the income is not sufficient.
“We don’t make enough to make
up for what we lost in the winter,” King
states. “When you have a bad winter it
is so hard to dig out.”
Bates College and Lost Valley have
continued to build a strong relationship
over many years. Students can make the
10-minute drive to the ski area and ski
the mountain for free, but this luxury
See LOST VALLEY, PAGE 4

Athlete disciplinary
policy under fire
ALEX DAUGHERTY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Athletes throughout campus have
been perplexed and worried about the
new athletic disciplinary policy. “After
the fall meeting, we were all confused
about the new policy and it is important
that athletes know what the policy is,”
senior volleyball captain Miranda Sha¬
piro said.
The Dean of Students office has
been working with the Athletics De¬
partment to implement a streamlined
policy of dealing with athlete conduct
issues. Athletic Director Kevin McHugh
wants to codify the disciplinary process
for athletes.
“The previous process was cumber¬
some and confusing,” McHugh said.
“Due to things that have happened in
the past year, we had to take a look at
what we were doing with alcohol. The
disciplinary process is one piece of a
comprehensive initiative.”
The comprehensive initiative in¬
cludes reactive policies like the disci¬
plinary process and proactive policies
such as speeches and team sessions.
Athletics has a separate disciplinary
policy than the Dean of Students office.
Athletes whose violation might not war¬
rant a strike from the Dean of Students
may still receive action from the Ath¬
letic Department.
In the past, Bates Security would
manually cross-check incident reports
with athlete rosters and then notify
coaches of any athletes who appeared
on the list.
Now, all incident reports with ath¬
letes are automatically sent to the Ath¬
letic Department and to the Dean of
Students Office, which checks for any
prior incidents.
“The Dean of Students Office si¬
phons off sensitive issues like sexual
assault and then sends the rest of the
incidents to the Athletic Department,
where they can initiate their disciplin¬
ary process,” Assistant Dean of Students
Carl Steidel said.
Athletes who are written up will
meet with McHugh to have a con¬
versation about their offense. “Noth¬
ing’s changed in terms of sanctions,”

McHugh said.
Athletes who are written up will
meet with McHugh and get a chance to
explain their side of the story. If an ath¬
lete has not committed a direct offense,
nothing will happen. An example of this
is a student who is written up by Bates
Security because they were at a party
where alcohol was present. If an athlete
has committed an offense, then the Ath¬
letics Department will issue a warning.
The next time the athlete has an is¬
sue, he or she will meet with McHugh
again, and if the incident is deemed to
be a violation, there will likely be a par¬
ticipation sanction.
“We will consult with the coach
to determine a punishment,” McHugh
said. “We want enough latitude so we
don’t box ourselves in, but we also want
the policy to be a deterrent against cer¬
tain types of behavior.”
The third violation by an athlete
will result in a suspension of some sort,
although the length and severity of the
suspension is left open to interpretation.
There are some misconceptions
about the policy. First, some students
thought that athletes would be in trou¬
ble if they call EMS on a friend. “That
is absolutely not true, it’s the furthest
thing from the truth,” McHugh said.
“I’m not sure how that could get out.”
Another misconception is the
“strike” policy itself. First and second
strikes from the Athletic Department
will not result in a game suspension,
unless an issue is deemed to be severe.
Students are still confused about
what happens to previous offenses. “Ini¬
tially, we had a meeting for fall athletes
and they said that what happened in
previous years counts,” sophomore foot¬
ball player Sean Antonuccio said. “They
said if you had a write up last year and
get one this year, you can be suspended.
It just incentivizes people to run away
from Security.”
“We would take into consider¬
ation [previous incidents] and given
the incident, we may take some action,”
McHugh said. The policy is not a blan¬
ket automatic policy and the Athletic
Department will take into considerSee NEW POLICY, PAGE 4

Police relations with New spaces for OIE and BCDC
The OIE moves to Chase Hall, BCDC to 146 Wood Street
college strengthened
SAM HIGGINS

Relationship between LPD and
Bates aopen and strong”
JULIA MONGEAU
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

Professional, strong, and open are
words Assistant Dean of Students Carl
Steidel and Director of Security Thomas
Carey use to describe the relationship
between Bates College and the Lewiston
Police Department.
“We are an open campus,” said Car¬
ey. “We reside in the city of Lewiston
and if a crime takes place the police will
respond—that’s their job.”
For four years, not only are students
part of the Bates community, but they
are also part of the Lewiston commu¬
nity and therefore subject to the same
rules and regulations as any other citi¬
zen.
Carey and Steidel both discussed
how the LPD serves as an added re¬
source to keep the college safe, especial¬
ly when the campus holds public events
like concerts.
The most notable presence involves
relations with off-campus houses. Secu¬
rity’s jurisdiction technically only ex¬
tends up to the campus property line.
Carey notes a caveat in this rule,
“The city and college have agreed with
the number of students who live offcampus that it is in everybody’s best in¬

terest—the neighbors too—that securi¬
ty be involved in incidents off-campus,”
he said.
Steidel agrees that, “we are in a
place of mutual trust and respect with
the police,” regarding off-campus living
situations.
Each year, Bates provides the LPD
with a list of the off-campus houses.
Therefore, if a 911 call comes in, most
often for a noise complaint, the officers
can consult the list and determine if it is
a Bates house.
Resources and manpower are a
concern for both campus security and
the LPD. The list of off-campus houses
makes it easier to allocate resources, for
if the LPD cannot respond to a noise
complaint, Security can intervene.
Carey encourages
cooperation
when dealing with the police. He also
suggests calling security first if a party
starts to get out of hand to avoid a visit
from the Lewiston Police all together.
There has often been concern about
the presence of undercover cops on
campus. Carey explains that the degree
of latitude given to officers when deal¬
ing with alcohol violations is great. Of¬
ficers are permitted to look and act like

See LPD,PAGE 4

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This month, the Office of Intercultural Education (OIE) and the Bates
Career Development Center (BCDC)
opened new locations on campus due to
the ongoing construction on Campus
Avenue.
The OIE’s new space in Chase Hall
can accommodate over sixty people and
has two separate wings, which allows for
multiple student groups to congregate
at the same time. This space also boasts
a kitchen and a lounge/study area that
are open to the entire community.
Much of the planning of this new
space involved student input. Last year,
the OIE staff frequently engaged stu¬
dents in conversations about where they
wanted this space to be and how to best
design this space to meet their interests
and needs.
“The students’ voice coupled with
my own sense of what was possible
drove our conversation about where
the OIE would go,” said Associate Vice
President and Chief Diversity Officer,
Crystal Williams.
Based on student and faculty feed¬
back, it soon became clear that mov¬
ing to the center of campus, closer to
Commons and the library, and having
ample space for student activities, fac¬
ulty and student gatherings, studying,
and lounging would be essential. The
old OIE building was located in a for¬
mer single-family house off-campus and
had a small gathering area that would

146 Wood Street, new home to the BCDC ASHLEEN O’BRIEN/THE BATES STUDENT

quickly become crowded during stu¬
dent events.
Creating this space was “nearly an
impossible task because we wanted ev¬
erything on a modest budget. The ar¬
chitects of Canal Studio, I think, did an
incredible job—in a very short period
of time—of hearing and honoring what
they heard from students,” Williams
commented.
In addition to accommodating stu¬
dent groups like Amandala!, Latinos
Unidos, Hillel, Men Against Sexual
Violence (MASV), and the Queer Peer
Mentor Program, the OIE staff plan to
use their new space to host various guest
speakers, waffle and study nights, and

an assortment of low- and no-chem stu¬
dent events this year.
“We’ll be an active space with peo¬
ple doing all kinds of different things at
once,” said Williams.
One program the OIE is initiating
this year is the OIE Fellows, a group of
nine student mentors available by ap¬
pointment who specialize in different
areas, such as helping students develop
stronger study skills and becoming fi¬
nancially literate. The goal of this new
program is to help students find the
resources they need in order to be suc¬
cessful.
See NEW SPACES, PAGE 4
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Concentrating on a new system
Hannah Tardle
Contributing Writer

Langston Hughes once wrote a
poem in which he mused over the
fate of a “Dream Deferred.”
He asks if a forgotten dream
would dry up like a raisin in the sun,
if it crusted and sugared over, and he
ends with the idea that maybe this
old dream simply explodes.
When I read this poem recent¬
ly, I thought of the GEC system at
Bates. What was once a well-intend¬
ed academic scheme, the icing on
the cake of a liberal arts degree, has
now crusted and sugared over into,
“It’s my junior year, how can I shove
my extra classes from the past three
years into a Concentration?”
I believe the GEC system start¬
ed out as a creative alternative to the
standard required courses from an
array of subjects. It aimed to open a
door for students to explore an intel¬
lectual side of themselves that doesn’t
necessarily align with their major,
encompassing classes that could be
thought of as a “fun” supplement
to the required Organic Chemistry
class they were taking. Since many
GECs don’t require classes higher
than the 100-level, the classes they
encompass could even be put into
the “hobby” section of academia.
Unfortunately, like the Walk¬
man years ago, the GEC system just
didn’t seem to take off quite as well
as expected, and Bates seems to be
waiting around for the next Steve
Jobs of college curricula to replace
this festering sore with a more inno¬
vative way to enhance its education.
The GEC system has now become
a kind of puzzle that challenges stu¬
dents to shove courses together in
order to adhere to administration’s
arbitrary labels, as if to shed some

cohesive light on the four-subject
combination that isn’t going to im¬
press any potential grad school. Let’s
be honest, “Well, I GEC’d in Visible
Ideas in college” isn’t exactly the line
an employer is hoping to hear when
asking for stand-out credentials.
I surely do not hope to give en¬
lightening advice as to how the GEC
system could be permanently fixed,
but I can share some feeble com¬
mentary for temporary solutions.
I understand that many cre¬
ative names and combinations of
classes have been listed as GECs,
but I think that there will never be
enough to give the true academic
freedom the system is trying to
achieve. It would be wiser to abol¬
ish all GEC names, and instead ask
students to create their own concen¬
trations and to write a few words
on how four classes they have taken
correlate. If Bates really wants to
make it meaningful, students could
even explain how these classes have
enriched their academic experience
at Bates and contributed to making
their intellectual pursuits more wellrounded.
If I were to have it my way, the
GEC system would be abolished
entirely, as it really feels like a copout for a minor anyway. Should two
classes in a particular subject actu¬
ally make a difference between a
resume enhancer and the embarrass¬
ing explanation of an acronym that
sounds like a gag reflex?
Bates would then have three dif¬
ferent options to compensate for the
loss of GECs. Firstly, Bates could
enforce requirements from various
subjects that would standardize its
academics and compel students to
take a few extra 100-level courses.
Secondly, Bates could simply deem
that a major and minor are sufficient

for graduation and allow more de¬
partments to have minors. The ef¬
fects of this could involve flooded
departments like Economics hire
TAs, thus compromising class size;
or students picking minors that are
similar to their majors, thus double¬
dipping and not pursuing liberal
arts ideals as strongly.
Otherwise, Bates could simply
do away with all of these require¬
ments and deal with this issue
hands-on by building academic rela¬
tionships with its students. A rule or
even a strong emphasis by advisors
to balance out a student’s course¬
load by disapproving a schedule that
has all four classes going towards
the student’s major or towards one
subject would get students to pick
a class that is different, out of their
comfort zone, and guarantees a
multi-faceted education.
It is hard to imagine that stu¬
dents would be upset about light¬
ening their rigorous course-load
by taking one class outside of their
major or minor each semester. The
Bates community already boasts
unique individuals who achieve in
many areas of their lives. I do not
think the removal of GECs would
suddenly condense students into a
monotonous life of academic sin¬
gularity. If anything, the heavy load
and rules surrounding the GEC sys¬
tem limit the Bates student.
I hope to a see a day in which,
like Langston Hughes’s idea of
dreams, the General Education
Concentration does explode; hop¬
ing, of course, that I won’t be close
enough to get any gooey GEC on
my transcript.

Mackle-who?
Amar Ojha
Assistant Forum Editor

Over the years, Bates has hosted
a number of concerts with artists
ranging from rock legends to under¬
ground indie bands.
In March 1968, Jimi Hendrix
performed on campus, and the con¬
temporary issue of The Bates Student
described the scene, saying that
Hendrix would “ruin his equipment
and do strange things to his gui¬
tar. He played it with his teeth, his
tongue, one hand, the microphone
stand, anything he could find. De¬
spite the fact that he was forced to
repair his amp after every number,
for which he apologized profusely
and happily, the array of sounds
produced was amazing.”
While the 1960s were certainly
the pinnacle of Hendrix’s career,
there have been numerous occasions
in which Bates has hosted perform¬
ers who only had a “cult following,”
according to an article in The Bates
Student in 1995, the year in which
the Dave Matthews Band performed
for the college.
Looking back, one can only
imagine the regret of all of the stu¬
dents who shrugged off the concert
as being just another random band
playing.
Dave Matthews himself, in
fact, gave Bates a shout-out during
an interview on “The Charlie Rose
Show,” saying that the concert “at
this little college in Maine” actually
sparked his career.
Dean Keith Tannenbaum men¬
tions that several years ago, in the
mid-2000s, Bates had the opportu¬
nity to host John Mayer for the af¬
fordable price of $15,000, but stu¬
dents weren’t extremely enthusiastic.
Another much more recent in¬

stance involved the famous Ameri¬
can hip-hop duo Macklemore and
Ryan Lewis, who came to Bates in
the fall of 2011, just a year before
Macklemore’s single “Thrift Shop,”
which won him two Grammy
Awards, sold over 7 million copies
in the U.S. alone and reached the
number-one spot on the Billboard
Hot 100. When Macklemore per¬
formed here in fall 2011, it was a
much smaller deal than when he
performed at Bowdoin and Colby
in spring 2013.
Despite the pleas from students
to book artists such as The Head
and the Heart, Blue October, Lil B,
and countless other artists, we must
realize that Bates seems to have a
strange tradition of hosting artists
who haven’t quite hit the national
spotlight yet. Rather than being
an unfortunate tradition, it allows
students the unique opportunity to
experience concerts that will might
eventually launch artists into fame
and glory.
Many students do, in fact, fall
in love with the bands that play on
campus, whether for the Village
Club Series or for larger events.
One germane example would be
Darlingside, an indie folk band that
has played at Gala in the spring and
more than one VCS; they will be
returning this year on December 4th
for yet another highly anticipated
show.
While it may initially seem that
many of the performers at the Col¬
lege are unheard of, the community
should make a legitimate effort to
support these rising artists, which
allow Bates to serve as a steppingstone into a world full of opportuni¬
ties, just as it does for the student
body.

Feds should
allow states to
lower the drink¬
ing age
David Weinman
Managing Forum Editor
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In 1984, President Reagan
signed into law the National Mini¬
mum Drinking Age Act.
This law mandated that federal
funding be withheld from any state
with a drinking age under 21, there¬
fore essentially creating a national
drinking age. As a result of this act,
the United States now has the high¬
est drinking age in the world.
This mandate has forced state
and local governments to spend
enormous resources enforcing the
law. Despite these efforts, underage
drinking remains rampant through¬
out the country.
According to the National Cen¬
ter on Addiction and Substance
Abuse, 17.5% of all consumer
spending on alcohol comes from
underage drinkers. It remains safe
to assert that an overwhelming ma¬
jority of college students are not de¬
terred from drinking just because it
is against the law.
It is easy to see the huge im¬
pact which this relatively high legal
drinking has had on campus life at
Bates. In the last issue of The Bates
Student, there was great discussion
in the Forum section of the some¬
what tumultuous relationship be¬
tween Security and Bates students.
This debate has largely centered on
the role Security plays in disrupting
large gatherings and cracking down
on underage drinking.
The tactic of policing students
more strictly than usual unquestion¬
ably raises tensions and frustrations
on both sides of the argument.
Instead of viewing Security as
an important resource for keeping
us safe, many students remain suspi¬
cious and perhaps contemptuous of
the officers’ presence on campus. At
the same time, Security officers’ jobs
become much more difficult when
they have to deal with students
openly questioning their legitimacy
as authority figures.
Students can often face severe
consequences for violating drink¬
ing laws. Many otherwise lawabiding students risk serious legal
trouble by purchasing alcohol with
fake IDs. Off-campus houses can

face charges for allowing underage
people to consume alcohol at their
parties, encouraging a climate of ex¬
clusivity antithetical to the core val¬
ues at Bates. Under the new strike
policy for athletes, many students
place their status on sports teams in
jeopardy by participating in activi¬
ties which merit little to no conse¬
quences for non-athletes from the
school.
This approach will most likely
drive drinking away from large
gatherings and toward dorm rooms,
where the risk of overconsumption
is far more prevalent.
While I often disagree with the
current approach of enforcement on
campus, I must acknowledge that
Bates has at least some responsibility
to not ignore the law. If the govern¬
ment lowered the drinking age to
18 or 19, however, it would greatly
ameliorate these issues and enable
Bates to focus on creating a safe and
responsible drinking culture with¬
out pushing it underground.
Of course, lawmakers have to
consider the larger impact of po¬
tential changes outside of Bates and
other college communities.
The strongest argument from
proponents of the current policy
maintains that the current legal
age lowers drunk driving accidents.
They point to studies which found
that traffic accidents and fatalities
declined after the drinking age was
raised. However, during this time
these occurrences decreased for all
age groups, therefore making the
impact of these changes difficult to
assess.
Rather than continuing this
one-size-fits-all policy, the federal
government should allow each state
to develop its own rules. This ap¬
proach would provide each state
government with the necessary
flexibility to make changes to the
law based upon the specific situa¬
tions in the state. Applying arbitrary
drinking laws to all fifty states runs
against to our federalist traditions
and does little to solve the problem
of alcohol abuse.
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So, who are the Bates
Trustees and what do
they really do?

AESOP 2104: A review
New Bobcats earn their claws on AESOP

PHILLIP DUBE
& KEYANA SANDRIDGE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES ADVISORY COMMITTEE

ANNA LUIZA MENDONCA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

At the end of August, 352 firstyears returned from the great out¬
doors smelling like what could only
be described as a mix of dirty gym
socks and campfire. They were sleep
deprived, hungry, and exhausted—
physically from the different adven¬
tures they faced and mentally from
trying to understand just how a
pineapple had shown up in Maine.
They all agreed, however, like
many before them, that AESOP
was the highlight of their summers.
Even though students hadn’t been
on campus for a full 48 hours before
their AESOP trips, the experience
had already made them begin to feel
like Bobcats.
When the AESOP Class of
2018 arrived, they were promptly
bombed with water balloons. Stu¬
dents then met with their AESOP
group leaders and joined in bond¬
ing activities that, while at times a
little weird, were great icebreakers.
The following day students packed
up their gear and headed off to
different parts of Maine and New
Hampshire. Trips ranged from sail¬
ing along the Maine coastline, hik¬
ing the Mahoosuc Mountain Range,

to even taking part in a yoga retreat,
which was a new trip offered this
year.
When talking about some of the
challenges that students were fac¬
ing, the same general issues came
up: long days, lack of sleep, and the
camp food. AESOP leaders across
the board were praised for their abil¬
ity to handle these inconveniences.
“I think it’s just a universal thing
that the leaders were amazing and
their relationship previous to the trip
was important to making everyone
feel very comfortable around them
and each other,” said a first-year stu¬
dent.
These trips served as a way for
first-years to adopt a carefree men¬
tality, and to explore different activi¬
ties and avenues that they generally
would never try.
First-years had to both literally
and metaphorically learn the ropes
from their leaders on the rock climb¬
ing trip. Batesies of all skill levels
went climbing for three days on
Rumney Rocks, NH, during which
students got to watch one another’s
progress, or marvel at the more expe¬
rienced climbers scrambling up the
rocks with ease.
The surfing trip let students ex¬
plore the coast of Maine and learn to

surf. AESOPers surfed 5-foot waves
and camped on Hermit Island.
Many had little to no experience
surfing.
“[My leaders] were very experi¬
enced and able to coach their novic¬
es,” said surfing camper Bria Riggs.
The trip serves as a crucial
bonding experience for first-year
students. Student leaders are the
crucial component of the program.
Every winter, dozens of Bates upper¬
classmen vie for the chance to lead
an AESOP trip.
Accidents are bound to hap¬
pen, but AESOP leaders were well
prepared. “First and foremost was
the responsibility for health and
safety,” said AESOP leader For¬
rest Naylor. “Things can happen
when you hike up mountains and
dive into rivers, so it was really
important that we knew how to
respond if an accident happened.”
AESOP is a completely student-run
program, which makes its success
even more enviable. Bates College
has the distinction of being the larg¬
est student-run orientation group.
Many Batesies will agree, there
is nothing more rewarding than
spending time with friends—or
convincing someone that pineapples
grow in Maine.

A letter from
Clayton Spencer
To the Editor,
I write in response to a letter
printed last week in The Bates Stu¬
dent raising concerns about the en¬
forcement of our alcohol policies as
we begin the academic year. I appre¬
ciate the letter’s invitation for open
conversation because that is the first
step toward finding solutions.
The next step, as I indicated last
spring and in my recent community
letter, is for the college to form a
working group to tackle in a struc¬
tured and comprehensive way the
broad set of issues that affect cam¬
pus culture and define the student
experience beyond the classroom.
These issues include, but are not
limited to, concerns about excessive
and underage drinking and the use
of other drugs. Joshua McIntosh,
our new Dean of Students, will put
together the working group over the
next several weeks, and its members
will include students, faculty, and
staff. The work of the group will
involve deep and wide-ranging con¬
sultation with students and other
members of the college community,
providing a forum for the full airing

KEI MATSUNAMI
STAFF CARTOONIST
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of student concerns as well as a plat¬
form for the consideration of strat¬
egies for making progress toward a
more consistently safe and positive
campus culture.
Meanwhile, we have already
begun to institute some changes,
including developing a clearer and
more consistent approach to enforc¬
ing our existing policies that address
unhealthy and disruptive behavior;
better education on these issues dur¬
ing Orientation; and a more collab¬
orative relationship between Athlet¬
ics and the Dean of Students Office
that allows deans and coaches to
coordinate efforts to address issues
of concern.
I take pride in the sense of com¬
munity and the mutual caring and
concern that characterize life on
this campus, and I look forward to
working with all of you to make this
version of ourselves a more consis¬
tent reality.

BatesRates

Michael Hussey is the Secretary
to the Board of Trustees. A graduate
of Middlebury, Hussey joined Bates
in 2012 from Harvard, where he
worked for 10 years in the Harvard
College Office of Admission and
Financial Aid and the Office of the
Provost. As Secretary to the Board of
Trustees, Hussey helps organize the
work of the Board over the course
of the year, which includes three an¬
nual meetings on campus.
The Board of Trustees consists
of no more than 40 members, in¬
cluding an appointed chair, vice
chair, and secretary.
The Nominating Committee,
one of thirteen committees, recom¬
mends new trustees for consider¬
ation to the full Board. This com¬
mittee helps identify the needs of
the Board and evaluates potential
trustees. The trustees are generally
alumni who come from many dif¬
ferent class years and all walks of life
or are parents of Bates students.
The trustees are assigned to
several of the thirteen committees,
which focus on different areas of the
college like student life matters, fi¬
nancial oversight, and endowment
management. Trustees are assigned
to generally three- committees based
on their experience, expertise, and
interest. Each of these committees
serves a specific role in making inte¬
gral decisions on campus. A trustee
generally will serve one or two fiveyear terms. The chair of the Board
serves in the role for up two con¬

secutive four-year terms.
The trustees are responsible for
attending the Board’s three annual
meetings. During these meetings,
trustees travel from their respective
locations across the globe to meet
and discuss a variety of institutional
topics, such as plans for the school’s
operating budget for the current
year and projections into the future.
Trustees also do work on behalf of
the college throughout the year,
including significant fundraising.
Additionally, an important respon¬
sibility of the Bates College Board of
Trustees is to find, recruit, and ap¬
point the President of Bates.
The trustees are a hard working
group of people who represent the
ideals of Bates. They give their time,
energy and resources to do what they
can to make Bates great. Each mem¬
ber works hard on and off the board,
having their own thriving lives and
careers outside of being trustees. For
example, the current chair, Michael
Bonney ’80, is also Chief Executive
Officer of Cubist Pharmaceuticals.
The trustees love coming back to
campus and engaging with the com¬
munity during their annual meet¬
ings. Many of them take time out
of their busy schedules to meet with
students to discuss career plans and
life at Bates. During- the interview,
Hussey suggested that he was im¬
pressed by how much “trustees give
of themselves to Bates, truly love
the college, and take pride in being
Bobcats.”
The Board of Trustees Advisory
Committee will profile individual
trustees throughout the year in The
Student.
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LOST VALLEY
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
may soon be lost.
Costs were previously shared be¬
tween Athletics and the Dean of
Students, among other groups, says
Assistant Dean of Students Keith Tannenbaum. Payments recently switched
to the BCSG. Last year, the Bates Col¬
lege Student Government paid $3.75
for each student enrolled, even those
who did not go to Lost Valley.
But King is happy to maintain the
current price contract, despite the need
for more funds.
“The students probably wouldn’t
come that much if they didn’t have a
free pass,” said King. “We are all about
community, and we want to make it af¬
fordable to everyone. Bates students can
come as much as they want, all winter
long.” Among the usual Bates popula¬
tion, both the Bates Nordic Ski team
and the Bates Alpine Club team prac¬
tice at Lost Valley.
Bates students are not the only ones
to lose out. Melinda Chadbourne—
a member of Friends of Lost Valley, a
new group started to fundraise for the
mountain—says Lost Valley is also
home to the Central Maine Adaptive

Sports program for handicapped kids
and adults. Without Lost Valley, their
program does not exist.
Not all hope is lost, as Chadbourne
and King have a plan.
“One of the long-term goals of this
plan is for Lost Valley to become non¬
profit and have more of a community
board of directors,” said Chadbourne.
“This would allow us to receive tax ben¬
efits.”
Lost Valley is also working with Ef¬
ficiency Maine, a company that helps
businesses become more cost-effective,
while choosing environmentally friend¬
ly options.
“Snow-making is very expensive,
but [Efficiency Maine] has done an
audit for us to become more efficient,”
said King. With over 50,000 people in
Lewiston/Auburn, Chadbourne feels
the community is more than capable of
raising enough money. The Friends of
Lost Valley have launched a “Save Lost
Valley!” Crowdrise campaign for online
donations—only three weeks in, the
campaign has raised over $7,000.
Winter at Bates is not the same
without this neighborhood treasure. If
Lost Valley is going to open this winter,
they are going to need some help, and
the Bobcats could be the solution they
need.

Welcome aboard, Class of
2018: Freshman class profile
First-years bring passion and diversity to campus
DENALI NALAMALAPU
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Drowsily, the sunlit summer gates
of Bates College have unlatched their
garnet bolts to welcome the start of a
new academic year. And this year, al¬
though we may have lost 501 brilliant
Batesies, we’ve gained 498 new ones. In
a declaration of compelling eloquence,
President Spencer greeted the incoming
Class of 2018, “Welcome to the com¬
munity we will make and remake every
day.”
From its founding, recruitment and
enrollment to Bates College has been
revolutionary. Dave Sargent, a reporter
for the Sun Journal, wrote of the “un¬
mistakable echoes of the institution’s
founding principles” at Convocation.
Not only did our founders admit both
men and women in a radical gesture of
social defiance, but they also campaigned
for abolition, admitting eight black stu¬
dents, six of whom were former slaves.
Bates’ first president, Rev. Oren Cheney,
supported abolition while his wife urged
increased female enrollment, which fos¬
tered a great sense of diversity in the stu¬
dent body, a tradition which the institu¬
tion has maintained to this day.
Dean ofAdmission and Financial Aid
Leigh Weisenburger echoed her prede¬
cessors, stating that diversity is of utmost
importance in the admission process.
By May 1st, 25.4 percent of applicants
had received a decidedly gratifying gar¬
net and white package, of notable size,
in the mail.
This year marks the fourth time
Bates has received over 5,000 appli¬
cants. Dean Weisenburger remarked
that the admissions office is thrilled that
so many students across the globe are
interested in Bates. She added that the
400 Early Decision applicants were an¬
other highlight of this year’s class.
Recruited on Dean Auer’s ship of
discovery are voyagers from 40 states and
24 countries. A sizable 45.8 percent of
the first-years claim roots in New Eng¬
land. Joining these hard-wired North¬
erners, a quarter of the class hails from
the Middle Atlantic. Another quarter is
made up of students from all corners of
the Midwest, Southeast, Southwest, and
West. Finally, the remaining 7.8 percent
came from outside the U.S. to solidify
the exceptional body of students that
make up the Class of 2018.
In her welcome address with Presi¬
dent Spencer, Weisenburger highlighted
a few notable achievements discovered
through the admissions process. A na¬
tionally-ranked Scrabble player, a re¬

porter for the National Human Rights
Commission, a nationally-ranked balle¬
rina, and three students raised in o ur very
own L/A are among the 498 individuals
that make up this year’s first-year class.
This class proves no exception to the
range of diversity housed at Bates. The
gender balance sits comfortably at 48
percent male and 52 percent female.
Students of color make up about a fifth
of the class, while a tenth is made up of
first-generation college students. Work¬
ing from a budget of 33 million, the
college was able to award 42 percent of
students with need-based financial aid,
thereby meeting 100 percent of the stu¬
dents’ financial need.
A comprehensive illustration of
Bates notes not only the internal di¬
versity of Bates, but its surrounding
diversity as well. First-year Chandler
Crans highlighted the stark differ¬
ences between the Bates campus and
the surrounding town of Lewiston as
something of great interest—some¬
thing he, being from Mid-Coast
Maine, had not experienced before.
Jacqueline Forney, who has also just
arrived on campus from the Midwest,
echoed this observation on the incred¬
ible diversity of not only the Bates cam¬
pus but also the Lewiston/Auburn area
in general.
This exposure to the overall diver¬
sity of Bates is something the co-leaders
of orientation, Tommy Graziano and
Alyssa Morgosh, intentionally empha¬
sized in the agenda, making it mandato¬
ry for all first-years to step off-campus.
Reflecting
on
Orientation
ob¬
servations,
Graziano
noted
that
the incoming class is passionate.
“They came to Bates with preexisting
passions, already knowing exactly what
they loved and wanted to do,” said Gra¬
ziano. Unexpectedly, the two co-leaders
were delighted to see Orientation events
such as the tea tasting and jam session
turning out to be among the most pop¬
ular activities.
The strength of this class was cap¬
tured by Alyssa Morgosh, also the Stu¬
dent Government President, in her
Convocation remarks. “The sense of
community you will experience makes
Bates a remarkable place,” she said.
And so, with open arms, we wel¬
come our newest Bobcats onto campus.
The Class of 2018 appears to be a class
of incredible promise, passion, and po¬
tential.

students. If the officer assesses a student
and determines he/she is under the in¬
fluence of alcohol and is underage, a
civil violation may be given out.
The presence of officers in Com¬
mons has caused a stir among some stu¬
dents, but Carey reiterates that Com¬
mons is open to the public. And many
staff and faculty members live in the
community and may have connections
to the LPD—connections that Carey
argues can strengthen the College.
Security can assist in an encounter
with the LPD up until the officer de¬
cides to issue a summons. Steidel out¬
lined where the administration comes
in.
If a student is arrested or given a
summons by the LPD, the situation is
investigated to decide if the Bates Code
of Conduct has been violated. A strike
is generally handed out if the student is

in trouble for marijuana possession or
underage drinking.
When the incident goes beyond the
typical incidents of underage drinking
or marijuana usage, the process is a bit
more complex. The investigation will
include talking to witnesses and then
determining if the Code has been vio¬
lated. If so, the incident is referred to a
Dean or the Student Conduct Commit¬
tee to determine if suspension or expul¬
sion is on the table.
“We all want to do our best to help
students succeed at Bates, police includ¬
ed,” said Steidel. “That said, when the
police encounter behavior that is against
the law, including underage drinking,
or that is disruptive to the greater Lew¬
iston community, they will act.”
Both Carey and Steidel encour¬
age students to come forward to voice
their concerns about interactions with
the LPD. In the past, security and the
administration has been able to resolve
issues fairly quickly—if a student comes
forward, their case will be thoroughly

addressed.
That being said, if a student feels
they are wrongly issued a summons,
Steidel urges them to pursue all legal
options available to them.
“While the College cannot provide
legal advice or recommend one lawyer
over another, we do feel it is important
to provide options that students in the
past have found helpful,” said Steidel.
“And even in cases where the student
may be facing criminal action and ac¬
tion through the college’s conduct pro¬
cess, we will always endeavor to provide
support and campus resources to that
student in whatever ways we can.”
The administration, Security, and
the police work together to keep Bates
safe and to help foster a positive rela¬
tionship with the community. Open
lines of communication are important.
“Nobody’s going to solve these is¬
sues that we’re facing as a society, as a
country, as a city, as a college commu¬
nity—unless we communicate,” said
Carey.
mmmmmmmmmmttMmmMtmmmmmmmmmmmm

NEW SPACES
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
The BCDC recently opened up its
new location, too, in a historic house at
146 Wood Street.
This new building has more square
footage than the BCDC’s previous lo¬
cation and has an opened-up common
area. With this extra space, the BCDC
is now able to offer on-campus inter¬
views, unlike in past years. Moreover,
the new BCDC has quiet space that can
host students who need to do a Skype
interview with an employer.
Prior to moving into this new site,
the BCDC needed to do some reno¬
vations. After five weeks of knocking
down walls, adding new windows and
repainting the building, the BCDC staff
was ready to move in.
“We’ve retained the historic charm

of the building and added more of a
modern touch to it. It’s nice to see a
building like this being rejuvenated,”
said director of the BCDC David Mc¬
Donough.
“The location is different, but it
has the same homey feel as it had last
year. Students are going to find the same
BCDC and all its glory,” said Career
Development Fellow Graeme Welds.
This year the BCDC has the same
core staff, but it has a different team of
Career Development Fellows (CDFs),
the BCDC’s student counselors. The
CDFs are available to meet with stu¬
dents in various locations on campus
by appointment. Between the BCDC’s
counselors and CDFs, it receives well
over 2,500 individual student appoint¬
ments each year.
Services that the BCDC offers in¬
clude helping students with resumes,
writing letters to employers, establish-

ing a career plan, and finding intern¬
ships and job shadows.
One of the BCDC’s goals is to get
more appointments from underclass¬
men. Last year 40 percent of freshmen
and 53 percent of sophomores made ap¬
pointments with the BCDC.
On September 18th from 12-1 EM.
or from 4-5 EM. the BCDC is hosting
an info session on upcoming opportu¬
nities for job shadows that will be avail¬
able on JobCat. JobCat applications
begin on September 20th and end on
October 8th.
BCDC counselors are available by
appointment and is open for walk-ins
from 1-3 daily.

Bates moves up in national rankings
Bates jumps from 22nd to 19th
EVAN HANSEN-BUNDY
STAFF WRITER

Bates College has risen in its overall
ranking, according to U.S. News and
World Report. The school’s 2014 rank¬
ing was at 22nd, but Bates is now tied
for 19th best liberal arts college in the
United States.
Others in the same position are
Grinnell College of Iowa and Smith
College of Massachusetts. This progress
designates a significant national im¬
provement and comes after our first full
year with Clayton Spencer, who took
office in 2012 after Interim President
Nancy J. Cable.
There is much debate about the
ranking of colleges. Many view it as an
arbitrary method which relies heavily
on numbers to determine value or qual¬
ity of the college. But what can we learn
from rankings? How do they help us?
U.S. News and World Report states

NEW POLICY
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
ation the severity and timeline of previ¬
ous incidents before making a decision.
“In the meeting this fall, [the Ath¬
letic Department] made it seem that if
you get a write up, you will be suspend¬
ed,” Antonuccio said.
“It was harsh,” sophomore football
player Brandon Williams stated.
Steidel ensures that Security officers
do not target athletes under the new
policy.
“We don’t instruct Security officers
to target certain groups of students,”
Steidel said. “If a house has consistent
complaints against it, then Security will

that it allows one to “compare at a
glance the relative quality of institutions
based on such widely accepted indica¬
tors of excellence as freshman retention
and graduation rates.”
While it certainly does not claim to
report on the particular college experi¬
ence one may have at an institution, the
rankings do provide a statistical look at
the quality of education compared to
the cost of the institution.
“I think it’s good that Bates is get¬
ting more recognition as a strong lib¬
eral arts college,” said sophomore Will
Lehrer. “The more exposure we get will
broaden our pool of applicants and con¬
tinually make Bates a better and more
diverse community.”
This change in the rankings comes
after a record-setting 5,243 students
applied to Bates in 2013. First-ranked
Williams College received 6,853 appli¬
cations. Whether there is a direct cor¬
relation between ranking and number
of applicants is difficult to determine,

but the two seem to accompany one
another.
Sophomore Connor Cahill, who
serves on the Student Budget and Fi¬
nancial Advisory Committee, has a
unique perspective from his position.
“I place very little value on statistical
rankings,” Cahill said. “However, these
rankings can be seen as successful pay¬
off. The large amount of financial aid
Bates provides allows us to accept highcaliber students regardless of their eco¬
nomic status.”
It certainly is not easy for any in¬
stitution to provide need-blind financial
assistance, but Bates’ commitment to fi¬
nancial aid has done nothing but good
things for the student body and the col¬
lege as a whole.
However flawed the statistics-based
rankings may be, Bates’ improvement
is certainly a cause for celebration. The
national attention given to rankings is
not insignificant and the likelihood of
an increased applicant pool is high.

know what the issues are and will re¬
spond to those issues.”
Part of the issue with communica¬
tion could stem from the campus cul¬
ture during Short Term, where many
students felt that the administration was
attempting to eliminate the five-week
period at the end of the year.
“The last thing [students] heard on
campus last year was President Spencer’s
speech and now they are back on cam¬
pus,” Steidel said. “I could see how stu¬
dents could make the leap and feel that
athletes are targeted.”
The Athletics Department is taking
steps to ensure that student athletes are
aware of the new policy and to clear up
any misconceptions. McHugh sent an
email to parents and athletes over the
summer and had meetings over the first

few weeks of school.
However, it doesn’t appear that the
meetings and emails led to clear under¬
standing from athletes.
“A lot of people are hazy on what
has changed, consistency is important,”
Shapiro said.
McHugh acknowledges that com¬
munication of the new policy could be
improved.
“We realized there was some angst
and consternation from people on cam¬
pus,” McHugh said. “I’m trying to set
up meetings with EMS, RCs, and JAs so
they are aware of the policy.”
The coming weeks will reveal
whether athletes understand the new
policy and how many athletes are im¬
pacted.
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Bates a cappella groups find new voices

TRISTAN BROSSY DE DIOS
ASSISTANT ARTS & LEISURE EDITOR

With the start of a new aca¬
demic year come auditions for
new members contending for spots
in one of the five Bates a cappella
groups—the Deansmen, the Merimanders, the Crosstones, TakeNote,
and the Manic Optimists.
Before auditions, the a cappella
groups were only able to perform
with last year’s numbers during Ori¬
entation for the first-years. Soon,
however, the groups will perform
with their newly inducted first-year
members on Parents’ Weekend in

October, one of the largest campus
concerts the a cappella groups will
participate in this year.
The a cappella groups don’t just
perform on campus, though. They
also go on tour, sometimes even in¬
ternationally in Canada, and they
also record their own albums, which
can be found either online or in the
bookstore.
“Every a cappella group has its
own unique character and person¬
ality,” says sophomore TakeNote
member Divyamaan Sahoo. “We
checked out a few freshman at the
talent show [during Orientation],
but we recommend freshmen to try
out for every group, even if we want
them for our group.”

As usual, many students this
year auditioned for only a few spots
in each a cappella group. The num¬
ber of available spots varies at dif¬
ferent times for each group; there
might be open spots due to last
year’s graduating seniors or current
students who are studying abroad.
Depending on several factors, the
groups will likely have more audi¬
tions later this year for the Winter
2015 semester.
“Everyone who auditioned for
us was pretty awesome. In terms of
TakeNote, 49 people auditioned for
us, and all 49 pretty much killed it
for us,” said Sahoo. “It’s really hard
to choose people, and I’m sure it’s

the same in every other group. It
comes to a point where everyone is
so good. Sometimes we feel really
bad, but that’s how it goes with au¬
ditions.”
Bates’ five a cappella groups, as
well as the Gospelaires, range from
all-male to all-female to co-ed. The
Crosstones and TakeNote are both
co-ed, the Merimanders are all-fe¬
male, and the Man Ops and Deans¬
men are all-male.
Different groups specialize in
different things. According to their
profiles on the Bates website, the
Deansmen focus on “a combination
of ’50s and ’60s and contemporary
music,” whereas other groups like

TakeNote focus more on rock and
pop, performing songs such as Bas¬
tille’s “Pompeii.”
“What I like about the Deans¬
men is that the group is pretty eclec¬
tic. There are athletes, mathletes,
actors, writers, etc. We’re all differ¬
ent, but find a commonality in the
music,” says sophomore Deansmen
member Henry Baird. “It’s a great
group of dudes.”
Also, for those who haven't yet
noticed, the Deansmen always per¬
form in suits.
“To be honest, I’m not entirely
sure why,” says Baird. “I doubt any¬
body knows, at this point. It’s a tra¬
dition wrapped in secrecy.”

Boyhood unveils universal truths What war gives
The Yellow Birds fights against the
typical war story
HALLEY POSNER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

MARY ANNE BODNAR
MANAGING ARTS EDITOR

Try to think of two moments
from every year of your life. Go
ahead, try it out. Any will do. How
have those events shaped you into
the human you are today? What if
we could re-watch those moments
from the outside as they originally
happened? They would be so pure
without our dense filter constructed
by years of acquired knowledge,
maturity, and perspective, or lack
thereof.
In the Richard Linklater film
Boyhood, we actually can relive those
moments. Well, we can’t watch our
memories unfold, but we can wit¬
ness many of the same life-shaping
moments as they happen to Mason
Evans, Jr. (Ellar Coltrane) over elev¬
en years of his life.
Boyhood is the most recent rar¬
ity to rock the film industry. It was
shot intermittently over the course
of eleven years. From May 2002 to
October 2013, the cast only gath¬
ered for a grand total of 45 shooting
days to create the masterpiece that
the film is today.
The story follows Mason as he
navigates moving from home to
new home, elementary school day¬
dreaming, middle school bullies,
multiple father figures, high school
girlfriends, artistic talent, and go¬
ing off to college. We experience the
seemingly small moments of his life,
only to realize that they have been
crucial in defining who he is today.
Boyhood grasps everyone in dif¬
ferent ways, and it’s so exciting when
it does. For me, it first happened
when Mason’s eight-year-old sister

Samantha Evans (Lorelei Linklater)
jumps out of bed and annoys her
brother by singing Brittney Spears
early on a Saturday morning. My
seven-year-old self, holding her me¬
tallic blue Panasonic CD player with
matching adjustable and perpetually
broken headphones, couldn’t help
but smile and nod her head from
side to side.
The subsequent appearance of
a Gameboy, a travel 20-questions
game, Wii Sports, High School
Musical tunes, and early television
broadcasting on the Iraq War re¬
mind audience members that this
might be the most accurate film
they’ve ever seen.
These cultural references aren’t
actually mere references, though;
they were unforeseeable circum¬
stances that Linklater built into the
story as they unfolded as current
events.
It should be no surprise that
Linklater was able to pull off this
narrative so beautifully, for he has
followed consistent characters over
extended time periods in other proj¬
ects. In the Before Sunrise series, Lin¬
klater tells the story of the chance
encounter between Jesse (Ethan
Hawke) and Celine (Julie Delpy) on
a train in Europe, and their subse¬
quent night of wandering the streets
of Vienna together.
Ten years later, Before Sunset tells
the story of the same couple when
they meet in Paris. Another ten years
later, we watch them navigate the
challenges of their forties in Before
Midnight while on a family vacation
in Greece. Hawke and Delpy wear
the authentic trials of their aging,
and carry with them the accurate ac¬
cumulation of experiences that they

have had as Jesse and Celine.
Hawke, who also appears as
Mason’s biological father in Boy¬
hood, has proclaimed the film an
even more surreal experience than
the Before series.
In Boyhood, the factors that
should be isolating don’t actually
influence our ability to connect to
Mason’s story. I didn’t care that Ma¬
son grew up in Texas despite not
knowing any details about daily
life there. I’m a female, and seri¬
ously can’t claim to understand the
idiosyncrasies of boyhood, but this
movie doesn’t belong to the main
character; it belongs to a generation.
In fact, it belongs to all generations
that lived through the last twelve
years.
The film reveals and reminds
us so accurately and candidly that
the adults in our lives grow up with
us. They evolve and morph into the
people they want to be, fear they’ll
be, and hate to be, just as we do. I
almost told my mother about the
movie by claiming, with a child¬
ish ownership of the era in which I
matured, that she wouldn’t “get it,”
but in fact what Boyhood demanded
I understand is that those last twelve
years belong to her as much as they
do to me.
That’s what Boyhood leaves you
with, the genuine desire to candidly
reflect on your own boyhood, girl¬
hood, whatever-hood. We all have
individual, un-re-livable, flawed,
and cherished upbringings, but we
all pass through the same spheres of
understanding in which freakishly
universal truths about humanity are
unveiled gracefully (and much less
so) before our very wide eyes.

If you think Kevin Powers’ The
Yellow Birds will just be another war
story, then you will be sorely mis¬
taken.
Powers breathes new life into
the old, worn-out war story by cre¬
ating a chilling account of the moral
trauma that results from wartime
fighting. Through the thoughts and
emotions of the protagonist, John
Bartle, Powers takes the macrocosm
of the war on terror down to the
microcosm of what the implications
are for the individual soldier. This
author makes the atrocities of com¬
bat more understandable by having
the reader follow Bartle as he goes
through immense pain and comes to
question if there is any truth in war.
In his novel, Powers personifies
warfare as a living, breathing entity.
Writing about war as if it were alive
adds a degree of seemingly innate
maliciousness to this act. With this
literary choice, it now becomes a
looming, black cloud following and
actively seeking to destroy the war¬
riors.
Bartle notes that, “[T]he war
tried to kills us in the spring. . .
Then, in summer, the war tried to
kill us . . .” Instead of just fight¬
ing soldier against soldier, Powers
suggests that once a war is started,
it takes on a life of its own and be¬
comes an entity no one can control.
The fluid way in which Powers
moves through time also brings a
unique factor to this book. Instead
of following a linear progression of
time, Powers flits between two dis¬
tinct years. This allows for deeper
connections to be made and shows
that whether the soldier is stateside

or on the front, their problems do
not just disappear.
Through Bartle and his broth¬
ers-at-arms, Powers explores how
individual soldiers change at their
most basic level. All of the characters
of note are between the ages of eigh¬
teen and twenty-five. By making all
his characters fledgling adults, Pow¬
ers highlights the disturbing fact
that the war to protect our country
is being fought by men and women
who are only little more than chil¬
dren.
Powers also focuses on the ex¬
ternal versus internal vision of war.
Many young Americans have never
had a direct involvement in war.
Some might know of someone who
had a tour in Afghanistan, but on
the whole, Ameri''"ns are unin¬
formed of the contv- .porary mental
beatings that soldiers go through.
In Powers’ book, w~ get not just
one inner perspective, but a whole
slew of soldiers who each have dif¬
ferent difficulties and low-points
in their time over seas. By offering
multiple viewpoints, Powers illus¬
trates that there is not just one way
to think about the mental trauma
war causes. Instead, there is an in¬
finite amount of reactions that can
arise from the same experience.
Powers constructs a stunningly
heart-wrenching war story for the
new generation. He leaves his read¬
ers with a sense of doubt regarding
our country’s war effort. He argues
that “It’s lies like [war] that make the
world go round.” Through his char¬
acters, we see that the cost may not
equal the potential gain promised.
Powers leaves his reader questioning
the very foundation in which Amer¬
icans protect their country.
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What is your favorite (printable) memory of 80s Dance?

“The feeling of com¬
munity in the girls'
bathroom in Chase."
-Hannah Zeltner ’16

“Some Hall and Oates song
my friends and I heard. It
was pretty awesome."
~ Molly Lodigiani 15

“Hearing ‘Born to Run'play¬
ing from the middle of the
Quad and running with
friends straight into the
middle of the dance."
Mary Anne Bodnar \16

“I'm 21, and
nothing I did was
wrong."
Shana Wallace ’15
-

-

Old band, new tricksU2 releases Songs of
Innocence for free
EVAN MOLINARI
STAFF WRITER

Surprise! This week, five years
after the release of the album No
Line On The Horizon, U2 released
their 13th studio album, Songs of In¬
nocence.
This was no typical album re¬
lease. Somehow, one of the biggest
bands on the planet let loose a tor¬
rent of autobiographical tunes with
almost no fanfare. What’s more,
they gave it away on iTunes for free:
For rock fans, a new U2 album is
usually cause for celebration, but are
those eleven songs that found their
way into your music library worth
hearing?
Songs of Innocence does not have
an instant classic, no hit-single that
will join the canon. There is no
“Beautiful Day,” “One,” “Pride (In
the Name of Love),” “Where The
Streets Have No Name,” nor “Sun¬
day Bloody Sunday” to be found
here. Collectively, however, the elev¬
en songs form a cohesive, moving,
and impressive album.
U2 introduces a fresh sound
here. With production help from
Danger Mouse, the band’s arrange¬
ments now have a European-electronic-dance-club feel. The guitar
break in “The Miracle (Of Joey
Ramone),” the catchy, bopping cho¬
rus line of “Volcano,” the percus¬
sion on “California (There Is No
End To Love),” and the groove that
bassist Adam Clayton and drum¬
mer Larry Mullen Jr. lay down in
“This Is Where You Can Reach Me
Now” are all symptomatic of musi¬
cal structures that escape the versebridge-chorus formula.
There are textures unusual to
previous U2 albums as well, such
as vocal effects in “Iris (Hold Me
Close),” eerie breathing in “Raised
by Wolves,” and female backing
vocals in “The Troubles.” U2 also
seems to be implementing ‘gang’
vocals, perhaps inspired by Fun. or
Bastille, in almost every other song.
As Will Reber T 6 explains, “It
amazes me that the band still has
it—that Bono sounds as good as he
ever did. But I’m more impressed
that they can still be very original.”
But fear not, rock guardians.
The recipe is EDM-inspired Euro¬
rock, but the ingredients are vintage

Bromance and
perophrasis,
again: 22 Jump
Street
EVAN HANSEN-BUNDY
STAFF WRITER

TAYLOR BLACKBURN/THE BATES STUDENT

U2.
Bono’s vocals on “Song for
Someone” and “Iris” soar effortless¬
ly. The guitar work reminds us that
The Edge is one underrated musi¬
cian.
Sounds that Benjamin Cuba
T6 describes as “heavy, garage-rock
riffs,” that “have both grindstone
and softer dynamics” appear on
“Cedarwood Road,” while echoridden verses on “Iris” epitomize the
U2 sound.
On the second half of the al¬
bum, The Edge swamps the listener
with Clapton-like blues licks. Mean¬
while, lyrics like “Every gambler
knows that to lose is what you’re
really there for” in “Every Break¬
ing Wave,” and “The worst things
in the world are justified by belief”
in “Raised By Wolves” show that the
band still delivers a message.
Indeed, Songs of Innocence is
the most personal album U2 has
ever written. It is about everything
from girlfriends, mothers, religion,
neighborhoods, and band stories
from U2’s teenage years. Previous al¬
bums revealed U2’s feelings towards
politics, God, war, and America, but
Songs of Innocence whispers secrets
and screams truths about each band
member, especially Bono.
Admittedly, this may be indis¬
cernible on first listen. Some chorus¬
es constitute the weakest parts of the
album. Bono’s declaration, “Raised
by wolves, stronger than fear,” seems
uninspired. If we listen closely to the
verses, however, we hear Bono con¬

4

fess that he “sees his father crushed
under the weight/of a cross in the
Passion when the passion is hate.”
Bono’s emotions are still there,
but they are hidden more deeply,
and disguised more artfully, than
ever before. He is no longer bellow¬
ing, “I can’t believe the news today”
at the shock of growing up in sec¬
tarian Ireland, but he does explain
that he had “religion so I can love
and hate/music so I can exaggerate
my pain, and give it a name,” and
get himself out.
The combination of superficial
choruses with deeply personal verses
serves as a metaphor for U2’s cur¬
rent stardom in the face of haunting
memories. As Bono explains in his
stream-of-consciousness liner notes
(a work of art themselves), “There’s
no end to grief... that’s how I know
there is no end to love.” By reading
these notes and listening closely to
the lyrics, we learn that Bono grew
up on troubled Cedarwood Road,
his mother’s name was Iris, U2 at¬
tended a Ramones concert that
changed their lives forever, they still
grapple with questions of faith, and
Bono has been in love with his wife
since he was 14.
That’s the real genius behind
this album, and perhaps it is the rea¬
son they gave it away for free, too.
Through these personal stories, the
band introduces themselves to a new
audience while leveling with the fans
they’ve known—and the rock world
they’ve ruled—for decades.

21 Jump Street put a stich in the
sides of Americans everywhere when
it came out in 2012.
It brought high-production ac¬
tion to the brand of silliness that Jo¬
nah Hill made famous in the 2007
comedy Superbad. A conscious and
eclectic comedy, 21 Jump Street re¬
vamped its predecessor, the hit 80s
T.V. show starring Johnny Depp.
Depp makes a wonderful cameo in
the 2012 production, which takes a
much more self-serious tone.
22 Jump Street, which came to
theaters in June 2014, is a fabulous
addition to the uproarious foun¬
dation laid out by 21. The sequel
takes an even more self-conscious
approach than the first film, poking
fun at the actors involved and the
myriad stereotypes that pervade cop
movies.
While 21 could be classified as
comedy, there is no other way to de¬
scribe 22 than as satire. Actors Jonah
Hill and Channing Tatum return as
two incompetent undercover cops
named Schmidt and Jenko, respec¬
tively.
Dan Boyle T7 gives the film
“Two thumbs way up!”
Just like 21, the plot of 22 is
thin and full of holes. It feels more
like an improvisational stage, elabo¬
rately set up, in which Tatum and
Hill run around using various feel¬
good themes and hilarious antics to
achieve little to no progress, certain¬
ly devoid of any real police work.
What makes the film work,
however, is that the characters do
all of this while constantly acknowl¬
edging the ridiculous condition
in which they bathe. The opening
scene begins with an undercover
drug transaction where Tatum is un¬
able to mimic the Latin American
accent that Hill poorly uses as his
cover. When Tatum speaks, alternat¬
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ing between bad Russian and Irish
accents, the laughs begin and don’t
stop, all the way through the unreal¬
istic chase scene and the subsequent
reprimanding speech from the dead¬
pan Deputy (Nick Offerman).
Ice Cube joins the fun again in
the same angry Captain role as in
21. His role escalates, however, with
a flimsy father-daughter sequence
that aggravates his relationship with
Schmidt. His destructive and loud
presence makes for excellent physi¬
cal comedy, which starkly differs
from the often complaining quips of
Hill and Tatum.
Rob Riggle also returns, having
lost his phallus (ironically) at the
climax of 21 Jump Street. He enters
the plotline briefly as an advisory
figure to the undercover characters
in their quest to find the new dealer
and supplier.
At the end of the day, it is pri¬
marily Tatum and Hill who carry the
film. The constant nature of their
“bromance” is really like a romantic
relationship that is struggling. Over
the course of the film, the two leads
go through counseling, threaten to
break up, and eventually decide to
remain together after a fiery explo¬
sion. The satirical line they strike
makes for endless giggles and toys
with audience members who might
exhibit streaks of homophobia.
While this sultry sequel raked
in the money this summer, gross¬
ing over 190 million dollars, it does
have something of a thrown-together feel, which hinders its otherwise
funny trends. It plays a little too
much into the redundant theme,
which it embraces wholeheartedly.
Petty grievances aside, go see it, be¬
cause it’s definitely worth 93 min¬
utes and a dollar for the Filmboard,
and it lightens the onset of winter
as much as playing with a puppy
would.
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Top 10 Bates Athletes: #10 David Chamberlain ‘98
The List of Bates’ best athletes begins with an accomplished skier
NOAH LEVICK
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

Let the countdown begin! After
extensive research, we’re ready to
present you the first member on our
esteemed list of the top ten Bates
athletes ever.
To set some parameters, we es¬
tablished official criteria. For one, in
order to be eligible for this list, an
athlete has to have graduated from
Bates. We also restricted the group
of those deserving of consideration.
If an athlete could check off any of
these boxes, they got a serious look:
Professional athlete, Olympian,
NCAA national champion, set a
significant school record, improved
and/or revolutionized sports at Bates
or overall, or achieved eminence in a
non-athletic field after graduation.
With that in mind, the 10,h
greatest Bates athlete of all time is...
David Chamberlain ’98. As a ju¬
nior, Chamberlain became just the
third Bobcat to earn All-American
accolades in Nordic skiing. Along
with his classmate Justin Freeman
(who you’ll hear more about in a
later issue...), Chamberlain placed

in the 10K Classic at the NCAA
Championships in 1997, finishing
an impressive sixth. He also crossed
the finish line in sixth in the 15K
Freestyle.
Justin Easter ’03 and Sylvan
Ellefson ’09 later joined Chamberlain as Bates Nordic All-Americans,
building on an outstanding Bates
skiing tradition that Chamberlain
was instrumental in helping to es¬
tablish. However, Chamberlain’s
skiing career didn’t end with the
conclusion of his tenure at Bates.
Chamberlain turned professional
and competed for Team USA at
three Nordic World Champion¬
ships. In 2006, he finished fourth in
the U.S. Nationals men’s 30K pur¬
suit, a true breakout performance.
During the 2014 Winter Olym¬
pics in Sochi, Russia, Chamberlain
had the unique job of guiding Kevin
Burton through the men’s visually
impaired cross-country and biath¬
lon events. Skiing has taken Cham¬
berlain to some incredible places,
and it all began for him at Bates. His
affinity for the slopes should come
as no surprise, considering his birth¬
day is on Christmas.

The sad truth revealed by Ray Rice
NOAH LEVICK
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

Ravens running back Ray Rice
is the new poster boy for domestic
violence. NFL commissioner Roger
Goodell is the new poster boy for
mind-blowingly corrupt, inhu¬
mane, willful ignorance. If you want
to spend all your energy mercilessly
demonizing the deplorable Goodell,
it’s actually not too difficult to forget
about the fact that Rice committed
an inexcusable, cruel, and'infinitely
traumatic act.
While media invectives against
both Rice and Goodell continue to
swirl around the public conscious¬
ness, we struggle to understand how
the behavior of the men who are
most responsible for this mess con¬
nects to us. Yes, we all realize that
football has a domestic violence
problem. We all can plainly see that
Roger Goodell is objectively one of
the worst commissioners of all time.
But the question we most need to
answer yet keep avoiding is where
we as fans (or even just disgusted
onlookers) fall in this narrative.
A domestic violence epidemic
did not suddenly spread through the
NFL over the last couple months
like the plague. The NFL’s concern
for its image is the only reason why
we now are having the epiphany

that the disease has been festering
for decades.
For millions of fans, the incon¬
venient contrast between the public
exploits of our heroes being one of
the main sources of both raw anger
and unadulterated joy in our lives
and the private lives of those he¬
roes retaining an ultimate sanctity
is something we chose to ignore.
Sure, we might have heard the oc¬
casional juicy story on members of
the Minnesota Vikings engaging in
perverted, lewd acts at a boat party
or on Adam “Pacman” Jones get¬
ting into fights due to disagreements
about his “making it rain,” but most
of us opted not to see such stories as
indicative of systemic issues.
Goodell’s hyped “personal con¬
duct policy” gave him the author¬
ity to suspend and fine players who
made the league look bad, leading
some to even criticize him for being
too harsh on players who hadn’t ex¬
plicitly violated league rules. As long
as Goodell could spread the illusion
of efficacy, we were perfectly fine
with telling ourselves that the prob¬
lems had disappeared.
This culture of amoral, image¬
conscious leadership and our tacit
consent to it—provided that we
could watch the best gladiators in
the world go to battle every Sun¬
day-brought us to February 19th,

when the TMZ video of Ray Rice
dragging his motionless then-fiance
Janay Palmer out of an elevator in
an Atlantic City casino went viral.
We were concerned and confused,
exactly like Roger Goodell. Be¬
cause we were just powerless fans,
we satisfied ourselves by waiting
for Goodell’s punishment, poised
to pounce on his inept decision, to
say that we would have been more
prudent, to play Monday morning
Commissioner.
On May 23th, we stared into
our TV screens as ESPN showed
Rice and Palmer “apologizing” for
the “incident.” With an alarming
lack of even imitated contrition,
Rice read tried and true platitudes
off his cellphone, preaching about
how he was determined to use the
“30 seconds of my life that I know I
can’t take back” to grow as a person.
At one point, in an unbelievably
absurd display of ignorance, Rice
recited a motivational line that we’re
all familiar with in an attempt to
convince us that he was determined
to recover from brutally knocking
out his wife: “Failure is not getting
knocked down, it’s not getting up.”
Around this time, the inter¬
section of Rice’s and Goodell’s
transparent selfishness and sheer
stupidity hit me on the head. Af¬
ter bypassing any notion of profes¬

sionalism or protocol to meet with
Palmer and Rice together to discuss
the “incident,” Goodell suspended
Rice for a measly two games. As we
heard about players who had tested
positive for marijuana like Josh Gor¬
don being suspended for eight times
as many games, we couldn’t help but
blast Goodell. With the ideal image
of the NFL he was desperately trying
to promote disintegrating rapidly in
front of his eyes, Goodell admit¬
ted he “didn’t get it right” and an¬
nounced a new policy that stipulates
that first-time domestic violence of¬
fenders will get a six-game suspen¬
sion and second-time offenders will
receive a lifetime ban. Indeed, just
as Rice did in his quasi-apology,
Goodell followed the age-old NFL
motto for how to act when fans are
disgruntled: When you’re caught,
you have to do something that ap¬
peases fans (or so I imagine the creed
goes). Repair the damage. Move on.
Unfortunately for Goodell,
TMZ released the footage that ev¬
eryone had abstracted to a vague
concept devoid of humanity. We
watched Ray Rice clock Janay Palm¬
er with a formidable left hand that
immediately knocked her out. She
lay on the floor, and he pushed her
out of the elevator threshold like a
rather large, unpleasant bug that was
blocking his path. Brushing aside

both reports that the NFL had actu¬
ally seen this tape as well as ample
criticism that any somewhat rational
human being could reason that Rice
dragging an unconscious Palmer
from the elevator was a result of him
violently making her unconscious,
Goodell swiftly enacted “justice.”
Ray Rice was indefinitely suspend¬
ed, the Commissioner declared. The
Ravens followed suit, releasing him
from the team. Recent reports sug¬
gest that Rice is planning to appeal
the clumsily handled suspension.
Such ugly scenes are there to
watch, pause, rewind, and repeat.
Millions of women are abused by
disrespectful, despicable men like
Ray Rice every year. We don’t hear
their stories, much less watch them
agonizingly unfold on ESPN. There
is no culpability in simply reacting
to what you’re exposed to, we tell
ourselves.
Ray Rice and Roger Goodell
got caught red-handed, and so did
all us fans who bought the NFL’s
questionable image of unleashing
the hammer of justice on bad eggs.
The pervasive culture of domestic
violence that the NFL has condoned
for years is real, and it’s a real prob¬
lem, regardless of whether or not
we’re constantly exposed to this ter¬
rible reality.

Manchester Uniteds summer
transfer activity as analyzed by
an Arsenal fan
The chaos of the English Premier League transfer window
has totally transformed Manchester United
ADAM AUERBACH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The 2014-2015 edition of the
Premier League is only four games
old, and the early drama of the sea¬
son has been dominated thus far by
the activity during the recently con¬
cluded summer transfer window.
In this summer’s edition of the
transfer circus, Manchester United
made the biggest statement. Com¬
ing off of an unprecedented seventh
place finish, United spent over 150
million pounds in a huge statement
of intent to furnish new boss Louis
Van Gaal with a stronger squad than
the one that flopped so spectacularly
under the errant guidance of David
Moyes.
The most noteworthy acquisi¬
tion for United, and perhaps of the
entire transfer window, was that of
Angel Di Maria, the pacey winger
previously of Real Madrid. Di Maria
will add much-needed width to the
United squad, something the team
has been sorely lacking since the
exodus of Ronaldo in the opposite
direction to Madrid’s Whites. Di
Maria’s signing combined with the
summer addition of Columbian fin¬
isher Radamel Falcao mean United’s
squad is decidedly top-heavy.
In the early weeks, Van Gaal
has displayed his determination to

play with three at the back, a tactic
he successfully deployed while steer¬
ing the Netherlands to an impressive
third place finish in this summer’s
World Cup. Van Gaal’s favored
3-5-2 provides ample positioning
for forward players. However, it is
hard to imagine a lineup that would
feature Falcao, Di Maria, and talis¬
man Wayne Rooney alongside last
summer’s signing Robin Van Persie
and January’s panic buy, Juan Mata.
Rooney or Mata look most likely
to be the odd man out when the
aforementioned group is all fit, and
neither are the type to look kindly
upon a regular spot on the bench.
In addition to the man-manage¬
ment problems created by United’s
overabundance of forward players,
Van Gaal will also be tasked with
overcoming an understaffed, or at
the very least underperforming,
midfield. United’s midfield has not
truly imposed itself since the days
of Paul Scholes, and the summer
acquisition of Spaniard Ander Herrara was surely made to reintroduce
a ball-playing presence deeper in the
midfield. While early signs point to
Herrara being a useful addition, the
United central areas still lack some
steel. Last year’s signing of towering
Belgian Marouane Fellaini backfired
acutely, and United have tried again
this summer by adding Daley Blind
to their ranks. The versatile Blind

only recently made a name for him¬
self, impressing in this summer’s
World Cup. Despite his raw abil¬
ity, Blind is untested in a domestic
league outside of his native Nether¬
lands, and tasking him to shore up
the defensive midfield spot is a risk
given that it is still unclear whether
Blind’s best position is as a holding
player or a left back.
The verdict is still out on Unit¬
ed’s transfer activity this summer.
Expensive new faces have arrived,
but the early results have been
mixed at best. Though Van Gaal
certainly needs time to integrate his
new signings and impose his phi¬
losophy, fans of the red half of Man¬
chester will be sorely disappointed
with the team’s performance over
the first three games, a run that saw
United record zero wins in three at¬
tempts against the unimpressive trio
of Swansea, Sunderland, and newly
promoted Burnley. The fourth game
of the season, however, saw United’s
new signings all featured for the
first time, and the season’s fortunes
were reversed in a commanding 4-0
victory over Queens Park Rangers.
Should United’s new signings adapt
to the new environment of the Pre¬
mier League, then the Red Devils
should certainly have the talent to
improve upon last season’s finish.

Rebecca Titcomb ‘17 dribbles forward as defensive partner Allison Hill l'17 looks on.
ASHLEEN O'BRIEN /THE BATES STUDENT

Women’s soocer improved to 1-1 in NESCAC play and 3-1 overall
with a win over Hamilton on Saturday. In a dramatic finish, senior Alex
Millstrom scored the first goal of her career for Bates in the 90th minute to
seal a 2-1 win for the Bobcats. Senior Dakota Donovan opened the scoring
early in the 2nd half off an assist from freshman Julia Rosen, though Ham¬
ilton’s Amanda Becker equalized in the 81st minute. The Bates defense, led
by senior goalie Alyssa Morgosh (who had seven saves), kept the team in
the game and set the stage for Millstrom's winner. The Bobcats next take
on Bowdoin on Wednesday at 4:30.
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Women’s Volleyball goes 1-3 in final action before
NESCAC play
Volleyball continues intense early slate of matches with tough competition on the road
JAMO KARSTEN
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The womens volleyball team
had a successful start to their 2014
campaign two weekends ago, going
undefeated in four matches at the
St. Joseph’s College Invitational en
route to a tournament victory. This
past week provided a reality check
for the Bobcats, who were met by
much stiffer competition over the
weekend at the MIT Invitational.
The team played two matches
Friday night in Beverly, Massachu¬
setts against Endicott College and
Suffolk University, and two more
Saturday in Cambridge against MIT
and DeSales University, collecting a
1-3 mark overall for the weekend.
The Bobcats’ lone victory came
against Suffolk University on Friday
night, as the team swept the Rams
in three sets, backed by stellar per¬
formances from middle blockers
Chandler McGrath T7 (who had a
double-double with 10 kills and 10
digs) and Mary Deneen T6, who
tallied 11 kills. In their three losses,
Bates was only able to win one set,
as they dropped to 5-3 on the sea¬
son, but this weekend was still im¬
portant for the team’s improvement
moving forward.
“We tried out some new ro¬
tations with some different play¬
ers, playing different positions. We
learned to adjust and click better as
a team,” said McGrath.
Despite losing to MIT, ranked

6th in New England amongst Divi¬
sion III teams, the team still felt as
if that match was a highlight of the
weekend.
“The MIT game was tight, and

we had good rallies. It was the first
game that we have faced real com¬
petition. They are the best team we
have played so far,” said Nicole Peraica T7.

It shouldn’t be ignored that this
was the first time the team had to
travel out of Maine to compete, and
that they have yet to play a home
match this season. The trend will

continue this upcoming weekend,
as the team will have to travel to
Hamilton Friday and Middlebury
Saturday for their opening weekend
of NESCAC games. Such a gruel¬
ing schedule to start the season can
only build character for this team,
and the girls are not letting the chal¬
lenge get them down.
“We are positive looking to¬
wards our NESCAC games. Every¬
one is really excited,” an enthusiastic
McGrath commented.
The team is looking to take ad¬
vantage of playing two schools in
Middlebury and Hamilton that fin¬
ished 6th and 11th respectively in
last year’s NESCAC standings when
they make their debut in conference
competition this weekend.
A team that is led by just two
seniors is welcoming four new firstyears to the squad this year, and the
squad couldn’t be more excited to
have them.
“I think the new addition of
the freshmen has been a pleasant
surprise. It’s made us a lot better. I
think we are strong contenders for
the NESCAC tournament this sea¬
son,” declared McGrath.
As the chaotic, contentious cli¬
mate of NESCAC competition gets
under way this weekend, the volley¬
ball team will have to dig deep and
come together if they want their goal
of a NESCAC tournament birth to
come true. Their rigorous early road
schedule might just provide that re¬
serve of experience they can draw on
to succeed.

Mpn’c Tennis

Mens tennis takes Middlebury
Invitational by a storm
Planche

'15

and Ellis

JOHN NEUFELD
STAFF WRITER

“The boys from Maine” started
their weekend at 4:30 on Friday af¬
ternoon as they got onto the vans
taking them to Middlebury for the
annual Middlebury Invitational
Tournament.
Bates tennis headed over to
Mary Hogan Elementary School to
warm up before their matches. First
up was the singles competition, in
which there were four flights. For
the Bobcats, Chris Ellis T7 and
Pierre Planche T5 were in the A
flight. Ellis overcame a 1-6, 0-5,
love-40 deficit to defeat Middle¬
bury s Palmer Campbell in the third
set tiebreaker. In his second match of
the day, Ellis faced Nik Telkedzhiev
from Tufts University. Despite some
minor cramping in his hamstring,
Ellis again fought hard and split the
first two sets. However, Telkedzhiev
outlasted him in the deciding tiebreak, 10-8. Planche lost a closely
contested first round match to Ron
Jacobson from Tufts 6-7 (2), 7-6 (4),
(10-8).

Adam Schwartz ‘18 and Brent
Feldman ‘17 represented Bates in
the B flight. Schwartz was forced to
pull out halfway through the first set
due to a hamstring injury. Feldman,
like Planche, had a very close match.
After going up 5-2 in the first set,
he lost the opening set to Courtney
Mountifield from Middlebury. In
the second set, Feldman was again
up 5-2 when the match encountered

"17

bring home doubles title

a rain delay. The match resumed in¬
doors, which favored Mountifields
style of play. Feldman dropped two
straight games but recovered to win
the second set 6-4. In the third set
tiebreak, Middlebury prevailed 10-7
to prevent another Batesie from ad¬
vancing to the second round.
In the C flight, sophomore Pat
Ordway and freshman Josh Liener
got their chance to compete. Leiner
played Kyle Schlanger from Middle¬
bury. Schlanger bested Leiner 3-6,
6-1, (10-4). Ordway, commonly
called “Fireball” for his gigantic
serve, fought his way past two op¬
ponents on Saturday. His appetizer,
Dave Myers from Trinity, went
down 6-4, 6-3, unable to withstand
the barrage of heavy balls from Or¬
dway. In his second round match,
Ordway advanced past Middlebury’s
William De Quant 4-6, 7-5, (10-3).
Both matches were played indoors,
making Ordway’s serve nearly unreturnable. Ordway would play his
semifinal match the following day.
Last but not least, John Neufeld
and Andrew Berghuis rounded out
the Bates lineup in D singles. Not
the best showing for Neufeld, he
went out quickly 0 and 0 without
winning a game. Berghuis, a firstyear from Canada, competed well
against Skidmore’s Ted Berkowitz,
but lost 6-3, 7-5.
After singles play on Saturday,
doubles commenced. In A flight,
Planche and Ellis cruised through
their first two matches. In,the first
round they advanced past Tufts duo

Telkedzhiev/Ali 8-6, and in their
second round match they trounced
Tong/Koulouris (Skidmore) 8-2.
Bates’ A team advanced to the semi¬
finals on Sunday Also advancing to
the A flight semifinals from Bates
was the team of Ordway and Henry
Lee ‘15. Relying on Ordway’s serve
and Lee’s incredible mental tough¬
ness, the team knocked out Middle¬
bury’s Mountifield/Smolyar in the
first round 8-4. In the second round,
they topped Trinity’s number-one
doubles team Carpenter and Myers
9-8 (4). Lee, who has been dealing
with wrist pain since last spring, was
able to play through his pain.
“I have it all taped up so I can’t
take it back too far, and I take about
four Aleve before a match,” Lee said.
The remedy combined with copious
icing seems to be doing the trick for
Lee.
In the B doubles, freshmen
combo Leiner/Berghuis went down
8-3 to Tufts. Sophomores Neufeld/
Feldman lost a close match to Farrell/VanDer Geest from Middlebury
8-6.
On Sunday morning, Ordway
had his C flight semifinal match
first, where he lost to Middlebury’s
Chris Frost 7-6 (4), 6-2. After the
singles loss, Ordway and Lee faced
Frost and Heidrich (Middlebury)
in the A flight semifinals. Unfor¬
tunately, Middlebury’s team bested
the Bobcats 8-4. In the other semi¬
finals, Planche/Ellis faced Trinity’s
Mbithi and Traff. In a very close
match Bates won 8-6 to advance to
the finals. On match point, Trinity
lobbed the Bates players at the net.
Ellis rushed to the ball and barely
got it back, but he managed to force
an error from Mbithi. It was an ex¬
tremely unexpected get.
Planche said after the match,
“I have no idea how he got to that
ball.”
It was a great way to end a great
match. Last up was the A flight
doubles championship between
Planche/Ellis and Middlebury’s
Heidrich and Frost. The Bobcats
cruised to an 8-4 victory with both
Ellis and Planche playing very well.
It was a perfect way to end the week¬
end and a successful start to the fall
season.

Field Hockey

Field Hockey loses
overtime battle
Bates falls to Hamilton 2-1
NOAH LEVICK
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

Despite outshooting Hamilton
by an overwhelming 30-12 margin,
Bates field hockey suffered a disap¬
pointing 2-1 overtime loss on Sat¬
urday.
Junior Shannon Beaton scored
the lone goal for the Bobcats in the
26th minute. After senior defender
Jill Conway’s takeaway, sophomore
Sydney Cowles set up Beaton for a
clear opportunity on goal, which she
converted. Beaton was one of the
most dynamic players offensively for
the Bobcats, registering a team-high
12 shots (three on target). Senior
captain Caroline Falcone, another
member of Bates’ core of players at
forward, managed four shots, two
of which were saved by Hamilton’s
goalkeeper.
Defensively, the team performed
well, though they unfortunately suf¬

fered from a goal by Hamilton’s
Eva Rosencrans in overtime. The
Bobcats have been sticking with the
junior tandem of Katie Knox and
Cristina Vega in goal in the early sea¬
son. While Vega only had one save
to make in the first half, Knox con¬
ceded the winning goal when her
initial save deflected into the path of
Rosencrans.
Senior captain Caroline Fal¬
cone reflected on the game: “We
played very well and are proud of
that. We had a ton of shots and out¬
played them, but unfortunately just
couldn’t get the ball in the back of
the net.”
The Bobcats, now 0-2 in this
young season, face Bowdoin on the
road Wednesday before another
home NESCAC weekend encounter
against Wesleyan on Saturday.
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